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A bstract : A new 3D-PTV technique has been developed using GA (Genetic Algorithm). The
measurement system consists of three CCD cameras, Ar-ion laser, an image grabber and a host computer.
One-to-one correspondences are made by taking advantage of the combinatorial optimization of the
genetic algorithm for the whole particles of the two images during the time interval of image frames.
Two fitness functions are introduced in order to enhance the correspondences of the particles. One is
based on the concept of continuum theory and the other one is based on the minimum error of three
dimensional distance. Performance of the developed algorithm is tested using a set of virtual images
construct ed by the use of LES data set on an impingin g jet. The developed 3D-PTV system is
successfully applied to the measurement of flow characteristics of the wake of a circular cylinder.
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1. Introduction
There have been many algorithms in Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV)
(Adrian, 1991). Cross-correlation method (Utami and Blackwelder, 199 I) and four-step particle trackin g method
(Kobayashi et a!., 1991) were properly used for each purpose . Regardless of the method chosen, it was desirable to
measure three-dimensional instantaneous structures of flows with high resolutions. 3D-PTV has better benefits
than 3D-PIV as it can be extended to three-dimensional volume measurements.

Yamada and Yamane (1995) and Ohyama et a!. (1993) adopted the genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1985) to
PTV in order to increase the number of vectors to be obtained. They defined a fitness function in which the
displacement of each pair of particles was assumed to have a minimum value. They applied their GA (Genetic
Algorithm)-PTV algorithm to the measurement of a forced vortex and obtained about 80% of COiTect vectors from
initial velocity vectors. Doh et a!. (2000a) could obtain more than 98% of COiTect vectors from initial velocity
vectors for the same flow field using virtual images by introducing a modified GA algorithm in which a concep t of
migration was used as the GA operator.

In the meantime, there had been many attempts to increase the number of instantaneous three-dimensional
vector distribution with 3D (three-dimensional)-PTVs in order to probe the flow stru ctures (Kasagi et aI., 1987;
Racca and Dewey, 1988; Kobayashi et aI., 1989) since Chang and Tatterson (1983) had firstly constructed a
practical 3D-PTV based on the stereo photogrammetry. Ka sagi and Nishino (1991 ) obta ined abo ut 400
instantaneous vectors near the boundary layer of a wall and showed their results were in good agreeme nts with
other results though instantaneous structures could not be captured. Maas et a!. (1993) were able to get about 1000
instantaneous three-dimensional velocity vectors for three-dimensional channe l flow. Doh et a!. (2000b) obtained
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about 500 instantaneous three-dimensional velocity vectors for a relatively complex flow field , the wake of a
backward-facing step, by applying a match probability concept (Ballard and Brown, 1982) in pairing the particles
of the two different images. Most of the previous results failed in showing the instantaneous physical properties of
the flow field.

In this study, a new 3D-PTV system that can measure instantaneous three-dimensional physical properties
of complex flows is proposed by adapting a modified type of that algorithm suggested by Doh et al. (2000a) . The
measurement system could obtain about 2000 to 3000 instantaneou s three-dimension al ve loc ity vec tors for
relatively complex flow fields with low-resolution cameras (512 x 512 pixels). The number of COiTect vectors
obtained in one processing was about 75% of the number of particles, which is quite promising for the constructed
system to be able to directly probe the flow structure itself for any complex flow if high-definition cameras are
used. The wake of a circular cylinder was measured by the con structed GA-3D-PTV system, and a validation was
made on the constructed system through a comparison with the results obtained by other methods.

2. GA-based 3D-PTV System
In order to obtain three-dimensional velocity vectors, parameters of each camera, such as position of viewing point,
tilting angles, focal length, distortion coefficients of camera lens and deviation between the viewing point and the
center of CCD cell should be known in advance. Next, three-dimensional positions of each particle should be
calculated based on the parameters of cameras. Finally, three-dimensional displacements of each particle can be
obtained using the GA algorithm proposed in this study. Three-dimensional velocity of each particle is then
obtained just by dividing the displacement by the time interval of image frames.

2.1 Calculation ofCamera Parameters and Three-dimensional Positions ofParticles

The calibration of camera was made using a calibrator. 42 landm arks were install ed on the calibrator. The
landmarks were arranged three-dimensionally on a table (80 x 110 x 10 mm). Small machined spheres of 1 mm
diameter were located at the tip of 0.5 mm diameter poles and they were painted in white. The centers of all small
spheres and their relative positions were measured with an optical instmment with 1/1000 mm precision. The
absolute coordinates and their photographic coordinates were used to calculate the parameters of cameras.

In this study, 10 parameters (6 exterior parameters: dis , a, b, g, 111" Ill y , 4 interior parameters: c, Cy, k. , k2 )

were obtained. (a, b, g) represents the tilting angles of the axes of the photographic coordinates against the
absolute axes. Figure 1 shows a coordinate relation when the photographical axes had been set to parallel with the
absolute coordinate by tilting with the angles (a, b, g). (X, Y, Z) represents the absolute coordinate, and (x,y, z) the
photographical coordinate of the objective point. The notation dis means the distance between the origin 0 (0, 0, 0)
and the principal point (Xo, Yo, Zo) of the camera.

The coordinate (Xm, Ym, Zm) represents the position of the point P when the camera coordinate is rotated with
the tilting angles to make the collinear set in one line as shown in Fig. 1. The 111" lily means the point at which the
normal vector from the origin 0(0, 0, 0) of the camera coordinate meets with the X-Ypl ane. The collinear equation

Fig. 1. Camera parameters and their relations between the absolute coordinate and the photographical

coordinate.
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for every point betw een the two coo rdina tes is expressed as Eq. (I ). c, and Cy are the focal distances for x and y
com ponent s of the coordinate. DJ,; and Dy are the lens distortions as expressed as Eq. (2). An improved Gauss 

Newton calcul ation method (Doh, 1995) was adop ted to obtain all necessary paramet ers of camera using the above

two equations . The three-dim en sion al positi on of particles was regarded as an intersecti on of corresponding

perspective rays of the two cameras. The collinear equation for each camera can be given as Eq. (3) .

Ym - m; + n ,.
X = C --r======~- U\C

x I . 2 2 2Ii dis - m, - Ill y - Zm
(I )

r = ~x2 +y 2
(2)

[
X]_[all a12

Y - a 21 a 22

Z a 31 a 32

(3)

The absolute coordinates, X, Y and Z were tran sform ed from the image coordinates, x and y. c is composed of c,

and c; The elements of the rotation matrix au were obtaine d from camera ca libration. Three camera s (A, B, C)
were used and each two-camera set, (A, B) and (A, C), contributed to produc e the final three-dim ensiona l velocity

vect or s. Since the corresponding pe rspective rays of the two cameras do not int ersect at one poi nt du e to

uncertainti es associated not only with the unc ert ainty of the landmarks but also with the photographical coordi nates

of particl e image, a least square method was adopted in obtaining the coordinate (X, Y, Z ) in Eq. (3). The three

dim ensional position s of every particle can be expressed as Eq. (4) for the two sets of cameras (A, B) and (A, C) .

(4)

Here, XA, YA and ZA represent the absolute coordinates for cam era A defined in Eq. (3). XB orc , 1'B orc and ZBor C

are for camer a B or C. Since the three-dimen sion al positi on s defined by these coordina tes theoretically are

sometimes not identical, mean valu e as defined in Eq. (4) is considered as the final three-dimensional position of

particle .
In order to calcul ate the three-dimension al positions of particles, corresponding pairs of particles in the two

sets of camera im ages should be obtained among many other partic les. In order to find corresponding pairs, a

genetic algorithm coupl ed with 3D-PTV algorithm has been used . The detail to find the correspondin g pairs is

described below .

2.2 Genetic Algorithm based 3D-PTVAlgorithm

A genetic algorithm was adopted to increase the number of true pairs amo ng many possible pairs of particles in

each pair of camera image. Table I shows the definition of chromosome used in PTV. Figure 2 shows the

calculation procedure of the genetic algorithm. Four major GA opera tor s such as isolation, reproduction, crossover

and migration were used. A chromosome consists of two photographic coordinates of two sets of cameras. The

initial population was generated through a calculation process in which bad pairs were separated from a selected
group into an unselected group by using a threshold value 3DE, expressed as a fitness function in Eq. (5) .

where,

3DE = (Do + D,)12

Do: distance of the two three-dimensional positions of vector original points

D,: distance of the two three-dimensional positions of vector telminal po ints

XA, 1'A, ZA, X B, 1'B, ZB, Xc, 1'c, z; three-dimensional pos ition of part icle defin ed by eac h camera

(5)
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Table 1. Definition of chromosome with respect to two sets of cameras.

Camera I

Sta rt I End
point poin t

c = loul +lovl + lowIox min oy min OZ min

Selected
group

Fig. 2. Calculation procedure of GA-3D-PTV.

Camera 2

Start I End
point point

Crossover

Migration

Fitness

Func tions

3DE I c

Unselected
srooo

(6)

Equation (5) represents the mean value of the distance between the two points of a vector, i.e., the original point
and the terminal po int of a vector. Do means the difference of the two three-dimensional pos itions of original
vector points, (XA, YA, ZA) and (XB, YB, ZB). D, means the difference of the two three-dimensional positions of vector
termin al points, (XA, YA, ZA) and (XB, YB, ZB). After the initial population was determined, an isolation process was
carr ied out using the threshold value 3DE again . The pairs of particles having a larger value than 3DE were
isolated to the unselected group . Next, a reproduction process was made, where C value expressed as a fitness
function as in Eq. (6) was used for refining the selected group. The reproduction process was followed by a cross
over process. In this process, the photograph ical data sets that can be regarded as two-dimensional vectors of each
image of cameras were exchanged between the selec ted and unselected groups, and a separation of bad data sets
from the unselected group was carr ied out by referencing the 3DE value again. In order to give a revival chance to
the particles sorted into the inferior group (i.e. unselected group) up to now, a migrat ion process was adapted. This
process is similar to the initialization process. The above processes were repea ted until paired part icles were
obtained. The threshold value 3DE was set to 0.5 mm and the crossover portion was 15% among the whole
chromosomes generated. The three-dimensional velocity vectors were obtained by dividing the displacement of
the paired particles with the time interval Dt, 1/60 sec.

2.3 Performance Test

Performance test for the proposed GA-3D-PTV algorithm was mad e by comparing the LE S vector data sets
proposed by Visualization Society of Japan (1999) with th e vectors obtained by the proposed algorithm .
Instantaneous vectors were randomly sampled by interpolating the LES data into space. The generation of virt ual
image was made using the selected vector data. Using the centro ids of the virtual images of particles, three
dimensional vectors were calculated by the constructed algorithm. Okamoto et a!. (1997) considered all possible
parameters such as density of particle, image noises and etc. which construct a rea l experimental condition in
generating virtual images. The generation procedures of the virtu al images in this study are the same as the ones
made by them.
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Fig. 6. Un-recovered vector ratio variation

with generation N of GA calculation.

Figure 3 shows an example of the generated virtual images at the first instance. The images of the second
instance were also generated by use of the LES data. Figure 4 show s a relati onship between the number of
particles used for the calculation of three-dimensional vector and the recovered vector numbers obtained by the
constructed algorithm. The measured vectors of which magnitudes and coordinates had a slight difference within a
threshold value with the reference vectors generated by the use of the LES data were regarded as COiTect vectors,
i.e. recovered vectors. This curve shows the recovered vector number ratio with increases of particle numbers
when the photographic coordinates of the particle centroids of the virt ual images were used for the calculation of
three-dimensional vectors. When the number of particle was 2000, the ratio of recovered COiTect vectors was about
80%. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the overlapped particles with increases of particle numbers. When the number of
particles was 2000, the ratio of overlapped particles among the generated particles was about 15%. It is notable
that this percentage is related with the remaining un-recovered vector ratio, 20%, as seen in Fig. 4 with the part icle
number, 2000. It was empirically verified in this study that most of original vectors were recovered without any
error if there was no error in the coordinates of particles' centroids, which implies that most erroneous vectors were
due to particles' overlapping which affects the accuracy of the parti cles' centro ids . It was also empirica lly
confirmed that the recovery ratio of the velocity vectors obtained in an actual experiment was slightly smaller than
the results obtained in the performance test. Figure 6 shows the change s of the un- recovered vec tor ratio,
erroneous vector ratio with respect to the number of particles, according to the change of the generation number N
of the GA. One generation means that one calculation process is completed as shown in Fig. 2. With increase of
the generation number the un-recovered vector ratio decreases up to the converged value, 20% when the number of
particle was 2000. The calculation time for this case was about 4 minutes by the Pentium III (800 MHz) processor.
The number of generation for the calculation of the present GA algorithm was about 70 for the case of particle
number 2000.
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2.4 Measurement Error Analysis

The measurement uncertainty was mainly caused by three elements, such as uncertainty in obtaining the three
dimensional positions of particles, uncertainty in obtaining the three-dimensional displacements of particles and
uncertainty of the time interval between image frames. Generally, it is not so easy to analyze the uncertainty
quantitatively in measuring the three-dimensional position error because of many parameters that affec t the
measurement error and also influence on each other non-linearly. In this study, the measurement uncertainty in
measuring the three-dimensional position was evaluated by comp aring the designed positional data of the landmark
that were used for the actual experiment in the next section with the recovered positional data that were measured
by the constructed system. Table 2 shows the standard deviation of the geometrical measurement errors, S" S, and
SZ. Since errors generated in obtaining velocity vectors are affected by the measurem ent errors of three
dimensional displacements and the errors of the time interval of image frames, the measurement uncertainty of
velocity vectors was evaluated by considering these two factors. The measurement uncertainty of the displacement
is caused by the errors of three-dimensional geometrical measurement. This uncertainty should be considered for
both the starting and the terminal points of a vector. The error of the time interval was neglected. As a result, URSS,

the measurement uncertainty of the displacement of a particle between consec utive ima ges was estimated by
Eq. (7) considering the uncertainty at the two points.

(7)

The value of URSS was about 0.14 mm between two image frames. The relative error of the measured velocity
should be evaluated by considering this value. Figure 7 show s the changes of the relative en-or index S with the
increase of particle numbers. The relative error index S was obtained by the following Eq. (8).

1 '" 1V,'f - v,;,,, IS= - L. x 100% (8)
M n V,'f

V,'f means the reference velocity vectors of the LES jet data mentioned in the previous section and Vm" means the
measured velocity vectors by the constructed system. The notati on 11 represents the numb er of the COiTect vectors.
The error index increased with an increase of particle numbers. The error for v component was slightly higher than
other components. The maximum relative error index reached up to about 3.5% at the number of particles of 2000.
It was empirically verified that this error index could be reduced by the increase of camera reso lutions.

Table 2. Errors of three-dimensional geometrical measurement.

Axis X Y Z

Absolution mean
value of errors [mm]

0.03 0.02 0.03

Standard deviation
0.04 0.03 0.05

of errors [mm]

3.5

100 200 soo 700 1000 1~00 2000

Ge-neraledparllcle's rurnbiBr N

Fig. 7. Relative measurement error index S versus particle number N.

3. Measurements of the Wake of a Circular Cylinder
Figure 8 shows the overall arrangement for the measurement of the near wake of a cylinder (D = 10 mm) with the
3D-GA-PTV system. The measurement system consists of three cameras (768 x 494 pixels), an image grabber
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(512 X 512 pixels, 8 bits) in the host computer (Pentium III) and an Ar-ion laser (500 mW). The three cameras
were synchronized with AOM (Acousto-Optical Modulator) controller that was used to enhance the dynamic range
of velocity measurement (Doh et aI., 2000b) and they were install ed nearly perp endicul arly toward the
measurement region so that the refraction at the wall of the experimental setup does not affect the measurement
accuracy seriously. The cylinder was installed in a water channel (1200 x 300 x 300 mm) at the height of 100 mm
from the bottom and 800 mm downstream from the flow stabilizer at upstream. The origin of the absolute
coordinate (X = 0, Y = 0, Z = 0) was defined at the center of the cylinder as shown in Fig. 8. The measurement
region in streamwise direction was between O.lD and 5.0D from the origin of the abso lute coordinate. The
measurement volume was (X: 50 mm, Y: 50 mm, Z: 50 mm). The camera calibrator mentioned in the previous
section was installed at the wake region of the cylinder to calculate the parameters of cameras. Nylon part icles
(d: 80 mm, s.g.: 1.02) were used as tracers. The particles were put into the water channel and illuminated by laser
at the wake region of the cylinder. The maximum turbulent intensity of free-stream condition was about 0.8% and
its distribution was uniform with the average value of 0.3% turbulent intensity at the inlet. Reynolds number and
the water temperature were about 420 and zo'c. respectively.

Camera 3

AOM

Laser

Fig. 8. GA-3D-PTV measurement system.

Figure 9 shows one of the images viewed by the camera 2. Figure 10 shows an instantaneous three
dimensional velocity vectors obtained in one processing. The number of instantaneous correct vectors was about
2000-3000. Figure 11 shows instantaneous vectors on a grid (II x 13 x 12). Spatial and temporal interpolations

Fig. 9. Raw image viewed by camera 2.
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were made to produce the grid vectors. A Gaussian window proposed by Agui and Jimenez (1987) has been used.
The size of the window was 1.5 mm for spatial interpolation and 1/60 sec for tempora l one. In order to obtain
temporal properties of the flow field, 1200 consecutive image frames were utilized. The total number of
instantaneous velocity vectors in obtaining several physical propert ies below was about 3000000 .

3.5 4.5

Fig. 10. Obtained instantaneous 3D velocity

vectors.

Fig. 11. Obtained instantaneous 3D velocity

vectors on grids (11 x 13 x 12).
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Fig. 12. Time mean velocity profile at x10 = 1.0. Fig. 13. Reynolds stress profile at x10 = 3.0.

Figure 12 shows the time mean velocity profile at x/D = 1.0. The measured values showed pretty good
agreements with other results (Sung and Yoo, 2002; Persillon and Braza , 1998). Figure 13 shows the distIibution
of Reynolds stress, u'v'lll;'. Other results were based on two-dimensional PIV or hot wire met hod s. The
qualitative results agree quite well with others. Since Sung and Yoo (2002) and Lourenco and Shih (1993 )
measured cylinder wake regions with Reynolds numbers 360 and 3900 respectively, it seems that the discrepancy
with others is due to the differences in Reynolds numbers as well as experimental cond ition s such as inlet
conditions. The streamwise time mean velocity profile along the centerline as shown in Fig. 14 was also similar to
that of Lourenco and Shih (1993). Brede et al. (1996) proved that B-mode stru ctures as shown in Fig. 15 are seen
when the Reynolds number is higher than 300. The experimental results were supposed to show the B-mode
structure, since the Reynolds number of the present case was 420.

Figure 16 shows instantaneous three-dimensional velocit y vectors on three planes obtained by the
constructed system. From these figures, it can be said that a structure like B-mode structures has been well
reconstructed. The spanwise distance of the secondary vortices was about 1D as shown in the figure s, which
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agreed well with those reported by Wu et al. (1994) and Brede et al. (1996). Figure 17 shows the obtained normal
Reynolds Stress of w'w 'JUo

2 Two peaks exist at x JD = 1, 3 but not at xJD = 2. This fact implies that there exists a
characteristic streamwise distance L = 2D. Figure 18 shows a three-dimensional contour of instantaneous vort icity
at a certain time. It seems that the shapes of the vorticity distribution along the spanwise direction of the cylinder
are very similar to each other, which implies that spanwise structure is symmetric. The conspicuous streamwise
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Fig. 17. Reynolds stress (w'w'lUo' ) profile at
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Fig. 18. 3D -contour of an instantaneous

vorticity.
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vortex structures are regularly convected downward rolling up and down and the distance between them is about
2D. This distance can be regarded as the characteristic length as explained for the case of Fig. 17. Figure 19
shows an instantaneous spatial distribution of turbulent kinetic energy q 2 = 1/ 2(11'2+ V' 2 + W '2 ). The vort ices

shed from the upper and lower edges of the cylinder generate the turbul ent kinetic energies and these energies were
merged at the position of x/D = 2.5 and then were convected downward without any mixing. It was found that the
distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy was uniform along the spanwise direction and the positions showing the
highest turbulent kinetic energy existed between the stream vortex structures as shown in Fig. 19. It can be figured
out from Figs. 18 and 19 that the B-mode vortex structures obviously exist regularly along the spanwise and the
streamwise directions. This fact strongly supports that the constmcted 3D-PTV system can measure instantaneous
vortex structures of the cylinder wake.

Fig. 19. Instantaneous RMS turbulent kinetic energy distribution.

4. Conclusions
A new 3D-PTV technique using a genetic algorithm (GA ) ha s been developed and its applicati on to the
measurement of the near wake of a circular cylinder has successfully been made. Conclusions obtained durin g the
construction process of the new GA-3D-PTV system can be summ arized as following.

A new GA based 3D-PTV was constructed using non-metric three CCD cameras. The performance test of
the constructed system has been carried out by using the sets of virt ual images generated by an LES data set on a
jet flow. It was verified that the correct vector recovery ratio was fairly good enough to probe the structures of
complex flows and the recovery ratio was strongly dependent upon the overlapping of particles,

In the actual measurement, about 2000-3000 instantaneous three-dimensional velocity vec tors could be
obtained from about 3000-4000 particles. This implies that the recovery ratio was larger than about 75% in the
actual experiment. This percentage is the highest compared with other existing three-dimensional PT V techniques.
The fact that the result s have been achieved by the camera s of only 5 12 x 512 pixel reso lutions impli es the
possibility of direct probing of any complex flows if high-definition cameras and video systems are provided.

A performance test using LES data showed that the relati ve measurement error was less than 5%.
Comparison of the measured data with others showed quit e rea sonable agreement. Severa l physical

properties, such as time mean and instantaneous velocity profiles, three-dimensional distribution of turbulent
kinetic energy, spatial distribution of vortices and others were success fully measured with the constmc ted system.
Other physical properties were also able to be composed through the turbul ent kinetic energy .

B-mode structures (Brede et al., 1996) were clearly captured by the constructed GA-3D-PTV system. The
results obtained by the system showed good qualitative and quantitative agreements with others. The constructed
system can be used for the investigation of the turbulent properties of complex flows up to micro scales if the
limitations of the constructed system, such as resolution and image noise problem, are overcome.
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